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Two forms of misadventure due to human impact on biodiversity. Mass graves in Manaus due to a
pandemic caused by a zoonotic viral transfer between species, driven by trafficking in wild animals in
cramped conditions, is a fast-acting crisis, complemented by the slowly developing crisis of destruction of
the rain forest, threatening to cause a tipping point catastrophe for the planet’s climate and biodiversity.

The Elucidation seeks to get to the roots of the Covid-19 and Climate crises and why
governments, politicians and business leaders worldwide find themselves unable to address
issues directly connected to human survival and the survival of the ongoing biological diversity of
the planet, upon which we are utterly and completely dependent as a species.
To understand this, we need to come to terms with the defining nature of humanity as a sexual
species and how our political systems grew out of a reproductive conflict between the sexes. All
animal species, parasites, predators and herbivores, survive through being well-adapted to a
symbiotic relationship with the biosphere as a whole, maintained by the complementary
reproductive strategies of the two sexes. Human existence is thus a prisoners’ dilemma, in which
our ongoing generations arise from an inescapable paradox between male fertilisation and
female parenting strategies, requiring both sexes to coexist in sustainable survival over
evolutionary time, despite having highly divergent reproductive investments. The historical
disruption of our evolved patterns of female reproductive investment in the long term continuity
of life could lead to a rapid extinction of our species, through planetary boom and bust instability.
The novel corona virus pandemic has brought home, in no uncertain terms, the vulnerability of
human society and the human species to self-induced crisis caused by human misadventure
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through human impact on the biosphere. It has also shown us how a simple agent on the very
edge of being a living system can both threaten the health and lives of a significant percentage of
the human population and at the same time cause a world-wide economic shutdown to avoid
runaway mortalities, stopping the exponential runaway of venture capitalism in its tracks. By
being both highly infectious and potentially as deadly as Ebola to a significant sector of humanity,
as well as causing long-term damage in some, the virus has shown us how human misadventure
can strike simultaneously at our public health systems and our economic house of cards.
This scenario, with a lightning fast time-scale, exploding exponentially into new crisis dimensions
by the day, has intimate parallels with the climate and biodiversity crisis, which we also witness,
but on a more gradual time scale of years, which allows governments and corporate leaders to
pretend we can somehow carry on with business as usual and address the consequences later.
Humans tend to define themselves culturally as individuals in terms of economics, careers,
religious beliefs, creative pursuits and family life. We see ourselves as autonomous beings and
tend to recoil from innate influences, by sex or evolutionary notions. Most people consider
themselves above mere animals, having the right to decide the fate of other organisms and to
dominate nature for commerce and development.
But it is the immortal web of fertility in sexual reproduction that defines our biological nature and
it is the not-so-subtle differences in reproductive investment between women and men which
have made the whole process of human emergence possible and turns the future of the human
species into a make-or-break situation facing us all. Although we like to feel free to determine our
individual destinies, there are complementary differences between male and female reproductive
strategies that together are essential to our ability to survive in the biosphere as a species.
Darwin, in his second book on "The Descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex”, cited two
key formative processes: (a) Intra-sexual - male-male reproductive conflict and (b) inter-sexual female reproductive choice. These also occur at the gamete level, in sperm competition
discovered in the 1970s and cryptic genetic choice in the human ovum, discovered in 2020.
Humans have evolved to form partnerships lasting long enough for children to become
independent enough to survive socially through mutual mate selection, which is what falling in
love is all about. But female reproductive choice is pivotal to the emergence of human
intelligence and to the capacity of the human species to form a society and culture capable of
sustaining itself symbiotically with the biosphere over evolutionary time scales.
Although, given our highly adaptable brains, we have much greater individual variation than
sexual differences, and can take on almost any role in society, there are notable differences in the
average in brain processing. There are also and deep differences between male and female
reproductive investments. Together these can and do manifest in ways which none of us fully
realise the devastating consequences they can have for our future survival. While men are more
slanted to make competitive short-term winner-take-all investments, and to take mortal risks and
commit violence on occasion to do so, women invest with a longer term view of the survival of all
their children and grand-children in the natural environment. Women experience this continuity in
birth itself, giving them blood-for-blood experience of the continuity of life, which men lack.
Human emergence and cultural intelligence appears to have been driven by a “Red Queen”
prisoners’ dilemma race, in which neither sex had the strategic upper hand, driving intellectual
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development, enhanced by our XY sex-chromosomal inheritance, in a context where women had
evolved to optimise their social ability to make astute reproductive choices. Because all fertile
women can get pregnant but only some men gain partners, and human emergence has been
mildly polygamous, the historical reproductive sex ratio has been around 1 man to 2 women.

Left: Evidence for the loss of Y-chromosome diversity with the neolithic spanning continents, catapulting the
reproductive sex ratio to 1 man to 17 women. UN 2014 data across the continents showing men commit 96% of
homicides and men are also 79% of the victims.

When the transition occurred from palaeolithic gatherer-hunter society to the neolithic, there was
an explosive increase in inter-male competition, in which male clans wiped one another out,
enabling them to take the women as booty. This was severe enough to cull nearly all the Ychromosome lineages, leading to the reproductive sex ratio climbing to 1 man to 17 women. The
vastly higher rate of male-male homicide is clearly still evidenced across existing human cultures
today, with 96% of the perpetrators being male and 79% of the victims.
The ensuing dominant patriarchal culture increasingly asserted reproductive rights over women,
who were required to be sexually faithful, denying them the ensuing partner choice that still
existed in ancient gatherer-hunter cultures such as the San. With the emergence of urban
societies based on animal husbandry and agriculture, this became a cultural institution enforced
by dire penalties. These are particularly evidenced in patriarchal religions. The end result was that
female reproductive choice went underground, either repressed or covert. Societies evolved
through a number of violent autocratic patriarchal forms until we arrived at two great institutions
of patriarchy, democracy and capitalism. Democracy has become an ideal of social liberation, but
it arose as a purely patriarchal remedy for tyranny, by a long series of adaptive struggles, currently
still depending on its electoral instability to avoid retreat into totalitarian despotism.

Left: Patriarchal democracy leads to adversarial contests between left and right, mimicking male reproductive combat.
Autocratic oppression is relieved only by the dynamical instability of electoral intervention. Lower right, the venture
capitalist ideal of exponential growth in the GDP is likewise an unsustainable male reproductive investment. Right: The
closing circle of the biosphere including biodiversity impact and climate is complemented far right in Kate Raworth’s
doughnut economy, balancing human needs with those of the biosphere to attain a thriving sustainable human society.
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Given the dominance of adversarial democracy, as a form of male reproductive combat over a
supplicant electorate, and venture capitalism - the pillar of winner take all male competitive
enterprise, reinforced by the institutions of law and order and the influence of business as usual,
the flux of human society continues to be propelled in a direction we can all see is unsustainable
and likely to result in a planetary climate crisis, a mass extinction of life and a vastly diminished
carrying capacity for the human population. The key is thus to reintegrate the female investment.
Although we consider ourselves to be in a period of relative sexual emancipation, this doesn't
mean that all women in modern society make astute reproductive investments because we are all
seduced and deceived by the cultural influences in which we exist and given four thousand years
of patriarchal society, many women have developed strategies to succeed in a patriarchal culture,
or are ill-equipped to make astute strategic decisions in the interests of human survival through
lack of an astute matriarchy. But it does mean that the deranged direction human society is taking
is a product of short-term venture-risk male reproductive investment which makes all ability to
plan for long term survival impossible in the cult of the exponentiating gross national product.
Some female economic voices have also brought transformational insights into how we perceive
the ideal of endless exponentiating economic growth. LouAnn Lofton has drawn attention to the
fact that women tend to make better long-term investors, also supported by an increasing role of
women in hedge fund management. Kate Raworth's "Doughnut Economics" overturns the cult of
the exponentiating GDP by setting economics on an enclosing circle bounded on the outside by
planetary constraints on biodiversity, climate, water and habitat and in the inside by justly
balancing the dimensions of human needs for food, health, education and political freedom,
replacing a destructive overshoot with a sustainable thriving quality of human life.

The female leader of Taiwan, New Zealand and Iceland, among several others, have brought their covid crises under
control by firm but compassionate action to protect the lives of their citizens, by contrast with disastrous failures by
male leaders in the US, UK and Brazil.

This article arose from the Corona virus pandemic, itself a product of human misadventure, where
the entire world flux of economic business as usual was in the words of the US CDC director
"brought to its knees" in one fell swoop stopping it its tracks, at least for a period, the
exponential trajectory of development and human impact that has been leading humanity to a
crisis tipping point. While some male leaders made an effective response, many others, including
the leaders of the US, the UK and Brazil failed miserably to anticipate the obvious, caring more
for their electability and the economy than the lives of their own citizens. By contrast, it became
notable that several countries with female leaders, were mounting a more effective response,
protecting the value of life through decisive yet compassionate action. This became itself a
tipping point in understanding why we are in this situation and how to correct the root problem.
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Two female-inspired world movements have also arisen during the covid and climate crises in
ways which are novel and have precipitated a planetary sea-change of heart.
Greta Thunberg, at the United Nations, rightly said the adult generation were stealing the next
generation's carbon footprint and natural heritage, leaving them nothing to survive on and the
children of the world rose up: "People are suffering. People are dying. Entire ecosystems are
collapsing. We are in the beginning of a mass extinction, and all you can talk about is money and
fairy tales of eternal economic growth. How dare you! For more than 30 years, the science has
been crystal clear. ... You are failing us. But the young people are starting to understand your
betrayal. The eyes of all future generations are upon you. And if you choose to fail us, I say: We
will never forgive you. We will not let you get away with this. Right here, right now is where we
draw the line. The world is waking up. And change is coming, whether you like it or not. “

Greta Thunberg awakened the children of the Earth to the dire risk they are running due to the failure of the current
generation of leaders to protect the future interests of humanity.

Black Lives Matter was founded through a single hash tag. Black Power was the earlier male
meme, coined by Stokely Carmichael, just as we know men tend to seek power over. Alicia Garza
simply made a Facebook post with the three words "Black Lives Matter" as a love poem to Black
people in response to a killing. Her friend Patrisse Cullors added the hashtag # and a new meme
was born which says it all in a fertile nutshell. It's not just that Black Lives Matter but that lives
matter more than political or economic power over. It is to the credit of the BLM network that the
peaceful demonstrations prevailed, in the face of initial violence. According to subsequent
research, no increase of covid infections appeared as a result of the demonstrations, because net
social distancing actually increased over the population as a whole.

While Donald Trump threatens to call out 10,000 of the military to repress protests agains racist police homicides,
Washington DC mayor Muriel Bowser paints Black Lives matter and gathers with the protesters, briefly taking off her
mask to address the gathered throng.

Both Greta's actions and statements bringing out children all over the world and the words of the
three BLM founders, have resulted in global waves of support from demonstrators worldwide
against racial injustice, supported by diverse races and nations spanning the planet.
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These developments show how the female reproductive investment in a sustainable future
surfaces, in the way ideas are expressed and actions taken about the value of life and the future
of humanity, in a way that can really change the world.
The key to strategically moving this forward is through forming a planetary consensus – through
men, women and children realising that the fix to the broken system comes from reincorporating
the repressed female reproductive investment in the continuity of life, as the prima facie sine qua
non of existence. It's do or die. If the women and children of the world believe the future of the
planet needs to be our top priority, even if the stock market suffers, if they get together, the
recalcitrant men will have to fall in line for their own survival. This is a pivot back to sustainable
survival by the integrity of the human family.
We know we have evolved from apes and before that from fishes and amoeba, and we know that
evolution cumulatively shapes our genetic destiny. All cellular life on Earth began with bacteria
and archaea. Bacteria are energetic fermenters and respirers and form the backbone of
photosynthesis, while archaea are more geological organisms that live in extreme environments.
The eucaryotes, comprising all complex lifeforms, arose through a symbiosis between a
bacterium which became our energy-bearing mitochondria and an archaean which became the
nucleated cell. Sexuality appears to have arisen in the earliest ancestor of the eucaryotes, as it
appears in all branches.

Stages in the evolutionary divergence of reproductive strategies. Left: All complex life forms arise from a symbiosis
between archaea and respiring bacteria. Centre: Dyadic fusion sex became engendered into eggs and sperms to avoid
a mitochondrial gene war, causing a divergence between a major female parenting investment and a primarily fertilising
male investment. This comes to an extreme in mammals which bear live young. Right: It reaches a second extreme in
humans due to mortal risks to the female in delivery and much higher investment of the female in gestation, breast
feeding and parenting during the long slow development of the human offspring.

Early in the evolution of eucaryotes, including plants and animals, a gender division into male and
female sexes occurred to avoid a cytoplasmic mitochondrial war when fusion occurred between
identical isogametes. One sex, the female became the egg-bearer, providing a large ovum as a
primordial cell, containing the maternal mitochondria, while the male produced large numbers of
small motile sperm containing only their nuclear DNA. From then on, the reproductive strategies
of the two sexes diverged between parenting and fertilisation. In mammals bearing live young,
the female reproductive investment is at an extreme of divergence because it involves a far
greater investment in gestating an infant, lactation and parenting. Hence only 3% of mammals are
socially monogamous. In humans, this divergence is at a second extreme in terms of a travail,
generally single-offspring pregnancy, involving mortal risk to the mother in delivery of a largebrained infant and long years of breast feeding and child-rearing, with or without a male partner.
The continuity of the human generations is pivotally dependent on reproductive choices. Every
species survives and continues to survive through the mutual reproductive investments of its male
and female individuals. Central to higher co-evolution is mutual sexual selection, which is every
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bit as powerful as natural selection, because it sits right at the portal of the next generation
through fertility. This means that sexual selection has shaped our brains, our bodies and our
psyches to be optimally adapted to make use of the social context in which we have emerged as
a cultural species. To suggest anything else enters the futile world of hopeful monsters.
Sexual selection has caused us to be who we are, both physically, in terms of nubile breasts which
are both milk-bearing and fatty, unlike other apes, to indicate socially that a woman has the
enticing resources to bear strong children. Human females have become more neotenous, as if
they are evolutionarily more advanced, having little facial hair, finer bones, less prominent brow
ridges, a more child-like voice and even larger tear ducts. Men gained large penises which
provide a passionate and genuine indicator of genetic fitness. Females have developed covert
ovulation which makes it difficult for a partner to know when she is fertile. Humans, unlike chimps,
have also evolved the menopause to avoid reproductive competition between mothers and their
daughters, giving grandmothers a pivotal role in the survival of offspring.
Sexual selection has also shaped our brains and our cultural roles, so that men, to immortalise
themselves, have to take sometimes mortal risks competing with other males, and displaying
hunting, intellectual and cultural prowess to gain sexual favours Women, who can all too easily
become pregnant if they are fertile and whose survival interests are intimately connected with the
hard won ensuing survival of their children and grand-children, requiring astute female
reproductive choices. At the same time women have been driving human social complexity
through conversations with other women about social and sexual issues during gathering and
imparting to their children linguistic and social fluency through early childhood conversations.

Left: Greater lateralisation in verbal processing in men (L) than women (R). Centre: Some functional sex differences.
Right: Connectome differences. Males (L) have greater inure-cortex processing and females more inter-cortex and
frontal processing.

Although individual differences in the brain exceed averaged sexual differences, there are clear
structural differences in the mean, with male brains having more lateralised intra-cortical cerebral
function and women having more integrated connections between them. Enhanced brain
lateralisation in males is a deeply-evolved mammalian trait, shared by rodents and humans. Men
are also more prone to altruistic punishment of cheaters, due to sexual differences in emotional
systems. This ties in with the moral imperatives reinforced by punishments in patriarchal societies.
Several of the differences, such as targeting vs classification, are consistent with sexual adaption
to complementary hunting, gathering and social roles throughout human emergence.
A key step in being able to recognise what needs to be done to have a soft landing is
acknowledging the deeply occluded, yet pivotal nature of the female investment in the continuity
of life that flows out of live birth and looks to the continuity of life as a primary reason for
existence. This is the ‘grounding’ that human culture currently lacks, which urgently needs to
regain its pivotal place in the sustainable future of our species.
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